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Just an exchange before
Now – a reimagined place for your crypto success

Project Roadmap Launchpad DeFi Wallet 0xpay 



LocalTrade was founded as a regular CEX. Our team wanted 
to make LocalTrade a place where crypto trading will be 
accessible for everyone, and we did a great job! 



Our CEX had gone through a 4-year accumulation phase to 
raise like a rocket to the moon. Which you can face right now


2017 - 2021

New Team saw great potential in LocalTrade CEX and 
that gave a refreshment to the project. 



We entered the Top-80 list of CEX by CoinMarketCap 
trust score


Q2 2021



Every crypto project has its token. 
But LTT sets new trends with advanced utility approach

Q1 2022

12M LTT Tokens Sold before 
IDO

$1.95M

48%
A P R

Save on fees in almost every 
LocalTrade product with LTT

100M Limited supply and 60% of it is 
already burnt

Impressive numbers for 3 months, huh? We made the token which will give much more 
benefits than other CEX utility-tokens.

 save on fees



We rock regardless the market phase
Because nothing can stop the innovations

Q2-Q3 2022

 crypto-payments 
provider released 

$2B 
volumes during 


the first month after release

Licensed in EU 3 listings monthly

Even during worst crypto falls, LTT utility could sometimes cause up to 80%

weekly token growth 



OUR ECOSYSTEMOUR ECOSYSTEM



OpenSea

Integration

Multi-Chain

Storage

Airplay

Streaming

NFT Storage

20+ blockchains

Network Support
We gave LocalTrade Wallet some better tools to keep 
your crypto profitble, safe and still easy-to-use



Our main planned feature is an allowance scanner in 
DeFi Wallet. 



Discover the allowances you signed, understand the 
risks, protect your assets!

DeFi Wallet

Interact with DeFi market

Allowance 
Scanner

Multichain 
Bridge Swap

Wallet

Connect

1inch 

Swapper

Farming 
Scanner



Apply for a listing

LocalTrade CEX 

Launchpad

Great projects launch everyday, and we want to 
become a part of their history. LocalTrade CEX 
brings new liqudity, users and popularity to 
skyrocket the unknown before projects!



We substituted the separate Launchpad platform 
with LocalTrade CEX. So, since Q2 2022 we list ~4 
new tokens monthly.



$LTT powered
Listing Fees paid in $LTT

50% burnt


Weekly listings
Another week – 
another opportunity

https://localtrade.cc/listing


Efficient 
$LTT gives discount on fees 

Making it 0.4%

Token utility
Merchants will buy $240k worth 
of $LTT monthly to cover fees

0xPay for business 

& Merchants

0xpay solution makes it possible for any business to start accepting 
crypto payments, or set up a full-fledged crypto infrastructure without 
complex coding. 



To make things even smother merchants buy LTT to pay less fees.



They buy LTT to have less fees, we burn it for a bigger price.



Staking

Receiving free tokens is always a great idea! Especially when 
the current market state doesn’t allow earning by trading. 
Thus, we expanded CEX functionality with an easy-to-use 
and transparent staking.



From August 2022 users stake USDT, BUSD, LTT and receive 
competitive rewards on the LocalTrade trading platform.

48% APR 

Daily rewardsin LTT utility token

USDT Staking Pool 48%

APR

Add USDT to the Pool Main balance: 0 USDT

MAXAmount

Estimated profit: 0 USDT

Min. amount: 50 USDT
Max. amount: 1 000 000


USDT

Stake

BUSD Staking Pool 48%

APR

Add BUSD to the Pool Main balance: 0 BUSD

MAXAmount

Estimated profit: 0 BUSD

Min. amount: 50 BUSD
Max. amount: 1 000 000


BUSD

Stake



Debit Card

Using crypto in real-world never was a pleasant experience. 
But we’re here to change it. 



EU license for LocalTrade allows us to process more fiat 
currencies with 0xpay (EUR, AED, USD) and distribute our 
services worldwide.



So, in Q1 2023 you will be able to buy goods with card and 
spend the crypto from your LocalTrade CEX account!

Benefits for LTT holders Low fees Spend worldwide



CEX 2.0 Q1-2 2023

It may take hours to understand how the easiest operations 
are performed on other exchanges. We are making a CEX 
made by humans and for humans. 



With each action on LocalTrade CEX you might learn 

and understand something new about crypto-trading.



“We can’t promise you will earn your first million with 
LocalTrade, but we can provide you with tools, which will help 
you to do it with your own decisions and actions”.


Transparent Safe Made by Humans for Humans

Scan QR code to deposit funds:Receive crypto
Use the wallet address below to replenish your personal balance

Choose currency to receive:

Current balance

300.00 USDT = $ 300.03

Your wallet address

USD

Price

BTC

Amount

BTC

Total

25% 50% 75% 100%

USD

Price

BTC

Amount

BTC

Total

25% 50% 75% 100%

Markets

Trade History

Spot & Margin

WalletWallet

Orders



We're trusted by


